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Selle Royal Saddle Selector

Summary

Selle Royal, leading company in the bicycle saddles market, is looking for an innovative system 
that gives support to the in-store sells. The aim of the contest is to identify an easy measuring tool 
able to suggest to each customer the most suitable saddle among the specific ergonomic range 
that will be offered in the next season and that will exhibit on a dedicated floor-display.

Link contest - http://des.al/SelleRoyalNI
Link material files - http://des.al/SelleRoyalMF1

Description

Selle Royal has been a world-leading bicycle saddle brand for over 50 years. Inspired by the 
mission to support cyclists, the Company’s history is one of continuous innovation built on 
research, technology, and advanced design. Selle Royal is the brand of reference for individual 
cyclists and major bicycle manufacturers alike. It is present in over 70 countries around the world 
today, with product lines designed for every type of riding. 

Selle Royal Saddle Selector is the contest launched on the stream of the bike and saddle market 
trends which is going from a more generic to a more specific approach of comfort. Cyclists are 
very concerned about finding products that meet their specific needs.
In line with its mission, Selle Royal wants to offer a retail service up to the consumer demand for 
the best saddle by analysing some scientific parameters based on the body features like 
inclination on the bike, ischial bones distance and weight.

What we need
 
Selle Royal Saddle Selector is the chance to develop an innovative and engaging retail tool at the 
service of the end-consumers. The saddle selector is composed of two parts:

• Measuring tool: the end-consumers shall sit on such device that will collect the body data 
needed to retrieve the most appropriate saddle.

• Floor-display of products: a floor-display that shall exhibit at least 18 saddles with their 
packaging.

Components description:

Measuring tool
Function: the measuring tool shall highlight the right saddle for every person who takes the 
measurements. 

05/22/14: part of the brief has been removed on client request

Note well: the measuring tool should be designed so as to allow the end-consumer to easily make 
the measurements without needing any assistance and find out autonomously the most 
appropriate saddle. Graphics, texts and icons should be employed to better help the user go 
through all measurements steps.

Dedicated floor-display
Function: the display should give maximum visibility to the range of saddles available. Think of a 
display that hosts at least 18 saddles on one side, each coming inside a packaging measuring 21 
cm x 30 cm with euro hook slot (see the Material files attached for a packaging example).

General guidelines:
Design: the measuring tool and the floor-display may be physically connected or not. Keep in mind 
that the two elements may also be used independently according to the retailers’ needs. Feel free 
to choose the most appropriate elements (graphics, digital devices, sensors, etc.) to achieve the 
objective in respect of the budget available.

Size: the two components should be conceived so as to occupy small room inside the stores and 
to be easily used by the unskilled approach of most end-consumers.

Style: the two components should bear the same style which has to be in line with Selle Royal 
brand in the choosing of materials and finishing.

Textual and graphical elements: both components should present the Selle Royal logo and the most 
suitable explanatory writings and icons.

Colours and font: for more info about Selle Royal style see the Material files attached.

Budget: the maximum budget available for the realization of the measuring tool is 150 € and for 
the floor display is 200€.

Timeline

Coming soon:   14th January 2014 - 20th January 2014
Upload phase:  21st January 2014 - 27th February 2014 
Community vote:  28th February 2014 - 6th March 2014 
Client vote:  From 7th March 2014

Eligibility and submission

Participation is free of charge and is opened to designers and creative talents of any nationality 
and age. Participants can choose to present one or more projects, but only the projects published 
on the web site www.desall.com through the upload page devoted to “Selle Royal Saddle 
Selector” will be accepted.

Award

1st: 1500€
The selection of the winner by Selle Royal will be the result of an unquestionable evaluation and 
it will take into account originality, feasibility and consistency with the brief.
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